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Abstract. The results of joint investigations (in the framework of ECP-10
program) aimed on the improvement of the sensitivity and accuracy of the
procedure of dose measurement using tooth enamel EPR spectroscopy are
presented. It is shown, what the sensitivity of method may be increased using
special physical-chemical procedure of the enamel samples treatment, which
leads to the reducing of EPR signal of organic components in enamel. Tooth
diseases may have an effect on radiation sensitivity of enamel. On the basis of
statistical analysis of the results of more then 2000 tooth enamel samples
measurements it was shown, what tooth enamel EPR spectroscopy gives
opportunity to registrate contribution into total dose, which is caused by
natural environmental radiation and by radioactive contamination. EPR
response of enamel to ultraviolet exposure is investigated and possible influences
to EPR dosimetry is discussed. The correction factors for EPR dosimetry in real
radiation fields are estimated.

1. Introduction

The large area in central zone of Russia has been contaminated by radioactive fallout
as a result of the Chernobyl accident. The large-scale individual dosimetric control of
population was not performed because of objective circumstances. Only averaged
estimations of collective doses for separate settlements were carried out as a rule. The
essential variance of real individual doses of the averaged dose even for population of
separated settlements should be expected, because of the high heterogeneity of
radionuclide contamination and the difference in behavior of individuals. That is why
the individual doses assessment using analytical methods, which are based on
information about level of radioactive contamination, encounters the principal
difficulties. But nevertheless, the knowledge of individual accumulated doses is
necessary for formation of population groups of high risks for medical observation
and rehabilitation.

Tooth enamel exhibits the features of individual dosimeter and it may be used for
the assessment of individual accumulated doses in accidental and uncontrolled
situations. The stable paramagnetic centers in tooth enamel are formed after its
exposing to ionizing radiation. These centers may be detected using the electron
paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR-spectroscopy), and the individual
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accumulated dose may be estimated using the intensity of radiation induced (RI) EPR
signal . The method of tooth enamel EPR-spectroscopy becomes one of the most
useful techniques for the dose evaluation in uncontrolled and accident situations.
Nevertheless, there are the lot of problems concerning the samples preparation and
spectra interpretation in order to achieve the sufficient sensitivity and accuracy for
the reliable dose evaluation. The investigations in framework of ECP-10 program
were carried out as a joint work in the following directions:
- Optimizing the procedure of sample preparation and physical-chemical treatment
of samples in order to achieve the maximal sensitivity.
- Estimation of the influence of the line shape used for simulation of native
background signal on the results of dose evaluation.
- Influence of tooth diseases to dose response.
- Estimation of the method sensitivity using the statistical analysis of the results of
wide-scale measurements of doses by tooth enamel EPR-spectroscopy.
- EPR response to ultraviolet (UV) exposure and possible influences to EPR
dosimetry
- Correction factors for EPR-dosimetry in real radiation fields.

2. Optimizing the procedure of sample preparation and physical-chemical treatment of
enamel

2.1. Sample preparation

The lowest measurable absorbed dose in tooth enamel was found to be not limited
primarily by the sensitivity of the EPR spectrometer but by the existence of
background EPR signals in the sample. In competition to the EPR signal of the
carbonate radicals also the background EPR signals were found to increase by
radiation. In dentine the background was found more intensive than in tooth enamel.
The background radicals have insufficient dosimetric properties and prevent precise
dosimetry below 1 Gy for tooth enamel. The lowering of the detection threshold for
dosimetry requires an effective separation of the attached dentine from the tooth
enamel. Furthermore, the concentration of the background radicals in tooth enamel
needs to be reduced by suitable sample treatment.

2.2. Chemical and physical procedures for effective separation of dentine from tooth
enamel

Precise EPR dosimetry in the dose range below 1 Gy requires very pure samples of
tooth enamel for the measurements. The incomplete removal of dentine from the
tooth enamel deteriorate drastically detection threshold and precision of EPR
dosimetry. The grinding of dentine from tooth enamel by a dentist drill was found to
be very time consuming and ineffective. The interface between dentine and tooth
enamel can not visually be recognized easily. Therefore the separation of dentine is
not necessarily complete. Further purification is required, e.g., by density separation
in heavy liquid after mortaring the sample. A procedure was developed for effective
removal of dentine from enamel. The procedure makes use of the softening of dentine
by treatment with sodium hydroxide solution in an ultra sonic bath. After 3 hours
treatment the interface between dentine and tooth enamel can be easily recognized
visually by the difference in color and hardness of the two tooth components. The
dentine becomes bright white in contrast to the yellowish color of tooth enamel. The
ultra sonic treatment with sodium hydroxide solution destroys the structure of
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dentine and allows for its easy removal. This method of tooth preparation provides
very pure samples of tooth enamel.

2.3. Influence of pre-treatment on the background EPR signal of tooth enamel

The intrinsic EPR signal in tooth enamel affects the reliability of dosimetry. In the
case of bone and tooth dentine the intrinsic signal was found to result mainly from
organic components. The procedures developed for removing the organic fraction of
bone was found to be less effective in the case of tooth enamel. The removal of the
intrinsic EPR signals in tooth enamel requires different chemical treatment than bone
or tooth dentine.

The treatment of bone in a Soxhlet apparatus with diethylenetriamine at 200 C
was found to result in a 5-fold reduction of the organic EPR signal component [1].
Similar results by the Soxhlet treatment were found also with tooth dentine.
However, in the case of tooth enamel only little reduction of the intrinsic EPR signal
was achieved after this kind of treatment. The reasons for the difference in behavior
of the intrinsic EPR signal in bone and tooth enamel by chemical treatment might be
due to the very low organic content of tooth enamel. The most effective removal of
the intrinsic EPR signal in tooth enamel was found by successive treatment with
sodium hydroxide solution and acetic acid at room temperature in an ultra sonic
bath. Chips of tooth enamel were first treated with concentrated sodium hydroxide
solution for 40 hours. After grinding the chips grains in the range 0.1 - 0.5 mm were
etched with acetic acid (25%) for 10 minutes. The total treatment was found to result
in a 3-fold reduction of the intrinsic EPR signal.The efforts in optimizing the
procedure for the chemical treatment of tooth enamel resulted not in a complete
elimination of the background. However, further reduction of the background is
required to improve the precision at absorbed doses below 0.3 Gy. In addition
mathematical methods for spectrum evaluation need to be developed in order to
eliminate the disturbing background.

3. Comparison of background signal from teeth of different locations. Difference of real
and modelled background signals and its consequences to dose evaluation

The physical sense of the EPR tooth enamel dosimetry is due to the generation of
free radicals in the crystal lattice of enamel under the irradiation. The concentration
of radicals is proportional to the absorbed irradiation dose and can be measured
with the EPR . One of the problems of the correct measurement of a concentration
of radiation induced free radicals is the presence of non radiation radicals which are
generally present in enamel and the EPR spectrum of which is superimposed on the
radiation induced spectrum. The non radiation EPR line in tooth enamel is so-called
background line. To measure the concentration of the radiation induced radicals
one must subtract the background spectrum from the experimentally observed
superposition of lines.

So there are questions about the correct line shape of background spectrum, its
possible variations from one sample to the another and from one laboratory to
another and possible influence the background line shape on the value of obtained
in such a way dose.

We used different background signals obtained from some participants of
intercalibration in the framework of ECP-10 program which have agreed to carry out
the intercomparison of their background lines. Background lines were compared with
Gaussian and Lorentzian line shapes.
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To compare all background lines we display them at the same scale of magnetic
field and the vertical size was adjusted so that the first extreme of line shape
derivative coincides for all lines. The central parts of all lines are very close in the
region where is actual to EPR dosimetry. Wings of different lines outside the
restricted central part have individual peculiarities but they don't influence
significantly the radiation disturbed central part of the spectrum.

Another important feature of the background line is its asymmetry in compare
with the Gaussian and Lorentzian line shapes. It means that the use of symmetric
background lines should give an overestimated results. The use of Gaussian,
Lorentzian and real background line for the same set of the dose dependent spectrum
sequence gives three different values of dose : 0.70, 0.48 and 0.20 Gy respectively.

On the ground of this analysis we offer as a first approximation the background
line which is the average of all 5 real line shapes. It is represented in digital form for
48 points of its main region.

4. Influence of tooth diseases to dose response

Tooth enamel is a typical representative of the minerals of biological origin. It is very
textured system, because microcrystalls of hydroxyapatite in tooth enamel have not
chaotic distribution in space [2]. At disease of teeth the degree of texturing and
properties of microcrystalls can change. So it is necessary to study influences of
diseases of teeth at the results of retrospective dosimetry.

We have established that properties of tooth enamel can be characterized through
anisotropy effects by studying EPR at plates of tooth enamel [3]. It were shown that
anisotropy effects in healthy and sick teeth are quite different. We have introduced
the anisotropy coefficient. It gives quantitative characteristic of state tooth enamel
and it is a ratio of different components in EPR spectra in plate of tooth enamel [3].

The state and properties of tooth enamel can be evaluated not only by plates of
tooth enamel, but and by powder samples. In this case we had introduced the
coefficient of line shape that is ratio of different components of EPR spectra in
powder samples [3]. The determination of this coefficient for different teeth had
shown that EPR signal in tooth enamel is a superposition from different kind of
radiation induced centers. The temperature stability of these centers is different as
well. It is incorrectly to say about one half life time of these centers. In tooth enamel
there is a distribution of radiation induced centers with different half life time [3].

The chemical composition, detentions, orientation and other properties of
hydroxyapatite crystallites are changed at disease of teeth. For example the quantity
of carbonate groups can increase from (1-3)% to (5-10)%. Because radiation induced
centers are associated with carbonate groups, so it is appeared the problem about
change radiation sensitivity of tooth enamel at disease of teeth. We have established
that at high level at doses (D > 10 Gy) the sensitivity of carious teeth can be more
then healthy teeth approximated at (20 - 50)%. But a low level irradiation (D > 5 Gy)
this difference is reduced [3]. We have described theoretical model in the frame of
band theory of solid state, which had permitted to explain this experimental results.

From the described above investigations we have assumed that for increase the
reliability of retrospective EPR dosimetry it is necessary as a rule previously
investigations of state and properties of tooth enamel. At the same time it is
important to underline that at present EPR dosimetry by tooth enamel is most
effective method for dose reconstruction of population.
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6. Development of EPR methods based on statistical analysis of experimental data

We have applied tooth enamel EPR-spectroscopy method for individual accumulated
dose assessment during the wide inspection of population of radioactive
contaminated after Chernobyl accident territories of Bryansk region. Over 2000 tooth
enamel samples, collected during the ordinary dentist practice, were analyzed. All
doses were estimated with the use of the standardized methodical approach.

The methodical approach for sample preparation and dose measurements was
described in details in our recent publication [4] and briefly it may be described as
follows. Tooth enamel samples were prepared by removal of dentine with the dental
drill. The enamel was crushed into pieces about 1 mm in size. EPR spectra were
recorded at a room temperature using the spectrometer ESP-300E with the standard
rectangular resonator in X-band. Microwave power was set 10 mW. Time duration
of spectrum measurement with accumulations was equal to 45 min.

Subtraction of background native signal was performed using computer, built-in
spectrometer, and its basic software for spectra processing. For simulation of
background signal we used the spectrum of mixed enamel of children milky teeth.
Enamel samples for this spectrum were selected with the criteria of minimal radiation
induced signal. Shape of simulated signal was fitted to background native signal by
varying its amplitude, field shift and width using software under operator control.
Subtraction gave as a result the RI signal. Its intensity was measured as amplitude of
low-field component.

Irradiation doses were determined from the intensity of RI signal in enamel with
the use of the universal calibration coefficient. The value of this coefficient was
measured as the averaged slope of the linear dependence of RI signal intensity on
additional irradiation dose for the mixed enamel sample. The collimated beam of
gamma radiation from source Co-60 was used for additional irradiation.

Individual accumulated doses were measured with the use of enamel samples,
collected for population of radioactive contaminated south-west territories of
Bryansk region and of control radiation-free territories of Kaluga region. Measured
dose values with information about patients were entered into computer data bank
for subsequent statistical processing. The overall quantity of determined and analyzed
values of doses was more than 2000.

The frequency distributions of individual dose values for confined territories and
large settlements were described by logarithmic normal function. The mean dose
values for control territories for adult population were in the range of 100-120 mGy
(with dispersion 70-80 mGy). For the radioactive-contaminated territories the mean
dose values were up to 150-200 mGy (dispersion 80-120 mGy), depending on the level
of radioactive contamination. These results include all analyzed teeth. The histograms
of dose distribution were published in previous work [5].

The observed data scattering of dose values is caused by several reasons.
Undoubtedly, essential contribution into data scattering gives experimental error of
method used. This contribution is difficult to estimate because of unknown absolute
accuracy and systematic errors of method. Possible sources of errors will be discussed
in this paper.

The part of scattering is caused by different age of patients and, consequently, by
different accumulated dose caused by natural background radiation. We have found,
that the measured doses are tend to grow with the age of patients both as for control
and radioactive-contaminated territories. The slope of appropriate linear regressions
is equals to 1.4+/-0.5 mGy/year. Intercept is dependent on the level of radioactive
contamination. For example, for radioactive contaminated territory of Gordeevsky
rayon (radioactive contamination up to 40 Ci/sq.km), the value of slope is equal to
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113+/-23 mGy, for radiation-free control territory 35+/-30 mGy. The difference
between these two intercept values is due to 9-year lasting (since the Chernobyl
accident) additional irradiation resulting from radioactive contamination. The
determined slope value for dose-age dependence is corresponding to annual
accumulated dose resulted from natural environmental radiation with dose rate about
0.18+/-0.06uSv/hour.

Some part of observed data scattering may be attributed to heterogeneity of local
radioactive contamination. Difference between dispersion values for control and
radioactive-contaminated territories may be attributed namely to this heterogeneity.
Nevertheless, there is clear tendency of averaged dose to grow with the level of
radioactive contamination of settlements. The dependence of averaged for some
settlements doses on Cs-137 contamination of appropriate territories is described by
linear regression with the slope equals to 2.4+/-0.5 mGy/Ci/sq.km and the intercept
equal to 113+/-20 mGy. The slope value of linear regression for dose-contamination
dependence is in a good agreement with those, obtained by model calculation .

Thus, the statistical analysis of results obtained allowed us to make a conclusion,
that tooth enamel EPR spectroscopy method made possible to registrate
contribution into total dose, which was caused by natural background radiation and
by radioactive contamination.

Some possible sources of systematic errors of method used are described by the
following contributions. The main error source is the uncertainty in values of some
intrinsic signals, which may be existing in enamel EPR spectrum at the same location
as RI signal. These signals may be originated by some undetermined reasons, for
example, by some paramagnetic impurities, by medical X-ray diagnostic and so on. It
should be appointed, according to our latest results, what IR centers in enamel may
be formed under the action of UV exposure and, as it is not excluded, by the action
of U V component of solar illumination.

7. EPR response to UV exposure and possible influences to EPR dosimetry

It was found for some patients with several collected extracted teeth, what teeth of
front part of jaw (incisors and canines, location 1-3) exhibits, as a rule, more intensive
RI signal, than teeth of rear part of jaw (molars and premolars, location 4-8). We
have examined the dependencies of enamel RI signal intensity on age of patients for
different located teeth. It was founded, what RI signal intensity values for teeth with
location 1-3 are high scattered, whereas data scattering observed for teeth with
location 4-8 is much less. For teeth with location 4-8, the clear tendency of RI signal
intensity to grow with the age of patient is observed. The observed RI signal intensity
mean value for front teeth equals to 250 mGy with dispersion 102 mGy, whereas for
back teeth mean value is much less and equals to 120 mGy with dispersion 42 mGy.

In order to explain the observed differences in the RI signal intensity for front and
back teeth we supposed, that RI signal in front teeth may be formed under UV
component of solar irradiation. To approve this proposition we have measured EPR
spectra of tooth enamel after exposing it to different light sources. The EPR
spectrum of illuminated during 20 hours by low pressure bactericide mercury lamp
tooth enamel is stabile and is similar to spectra of RI centers in gamma-irradiated
enamel with dose about 50 Gy. Exposing enamel to solar illumination during 6 days
gives rise to similar RI signal having intensity equivalent to 200 mGy. It is clearly
seen that sun light illumination leads to forming of signal similar with RI signal. The
observed high dose values measured for front teeth and high doses scattering may be
explained namely by influence of UV component of solar illumination. Thus, this
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phenomena should be taken into account on dose measurements using tooth enamel
EPR spectra.

Because of possible action of solar illumination on forming RI signal in enamel of
front teeth, we have excluded teeth with location 1-3 from statistical analysis. That
has lead to reducing of dispersion and to some decreasing of mean values. The dose-
age dependencies of corrected doses were tend to be linear with slope value laying in
diapason from 1.0 to 2.5 mGy/year, depending on concrete settlement.

8. Correction factors for EPR dosimetry in real radiation fields

Some systematic error may be originated from the significant dependence of enamel
sensitivity on gamma-photons energy. As shown [6], tooth enamel exhibits maximum
sensitivity in photon energy region below 200 keV. Thus, the presence of low energy
component in real acting spectrum of natural environmental radiation and/or
scattered component of radiation from Cs-137 contamination may give increased
readings for tooth enamel dosimeter compared with direct radiation. This systematic
error should be taken into account by the entering a correction factor. We have made
experimental and theoretical estimations for this correction factor for some cases of
scattered radiation. For example, the presence of high scattered low-energy
component of Cs-137 gamma radiation behind the 0.4 m of water shielding results in
increasing of the readings of tooth enamel dosimeter by factor 2.4+/-0.5 in
comparison with the readings of the LiF thermolumeniscent dosimeter (experimental
result). The accounting for energy distribution of natural environmental radiation
gives the theoretical estimation of correction factor for tooth enamel dosimeter about
value of 1.5.
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